
máquina de palito de bambu
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www.bestachina.com
www.bestamachine.com 
MOBILE: 0086 186 5710 6860 (Angel Zhou) CHINA
Complete line of bamboo toothpick making machine
VIDEO LINK:https://youtu.be/IS0BC3u5oD0

Bamboo Toothpick Machine
(HIGH QUALITY TYPE)

World Famous Bamboo Processing Machine
Supplier--BESTA BAMBOO MACHINE CO., LIMITED.

We are from China. We service the world with high quality machine.
1http://www.youtube.com/user/toothpickmachine 1
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Bamboo Toothpick (double pointed)

www.bestachina.com

www.bestachina.com
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Bamboo Toothpick (single pointed)
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www.bestachina.com www.bestachina.com
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We widely export our machine to the following countries. 

WWW.BESTACHINA.COM 
WWW.BESTAMACHINE.COM

Countries Mainly Exported

India
Indonesia
Myanmar 
Vietnam
Colombia
Brazil
Nigeria
Mexcico 
Italy 
Nepal

Ahmedabad

Assam

West 
Bengal

Mumbai

Kolkata 

 OUR MAIN CUSTOMER IN INDIA
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Customers from all over the world
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Customer From Indonesia
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Our Machine Delivery Photo

For the toothpick making machine, it is packed by plywood case. 
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   PLYWOOD CASE PACKING 
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HIGH QUALITY TYPE 



Bamboo Toothpick Making Machine (Complete List)
(Suggested quantity for a basic line)
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1. ZG-1 RAW BAMBOO SAWING MACHINE         1 SET
2. ZP-2500 BAMBOO SPLITTING MACHINE          1 SET
3. MZP-3 FIXED WIDTH SLICER                              2 SETS
4. MZP-1 SMALL LAYERING MACHINE                  2 SETS
5. MBZS-5 BAMBOO WOOL SLICER (STICK MAKING)   2 ~4 SETS
6. BJQ-6 TOOTHPICK PRECISE CUTTING MAHCINE       2 SETS
7. BPG-1G TOOTHPICK POLISHING MACHINE     2 SETS
8. BXJ-1S TOOTHPICK SHARPENING MAHCINE     3 TO 4 SETS 
9. TZQ-020 MEDIUM TYPE BLADE SHARPENING MAHCINE: 1 SET
10. GD-BZ1 TOOTHPICK INDIVIDUAL PACKING MACHINE :1PC/BAG ： 1 SET
(THREE SIDE SEALING TYPE, TWO COLOR PRINTING)
11. PZJ-1 TOOTHPICK PLASTIC CONTAINER PAKCING MACHINE : 2 TO 3 SETS.
12. OTHER MACHINE WHICH YOU WILL NEED
RFL-70 HOT AIR STOVE   （1 SET) 
SST-200 STAINLESS STEEL TANK  ( 2 SETS)
Acessories for Stove Making ( 2 SETS)
Electric Hoist ( 1 SET)
PZJ-1 TOOTHPICK CONTAINER PACKING MACHINE  (2 to 3 sets) according to output
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WHY We shall choose high quality machine??
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1. High quality machine is designed more reasonable, by using high quality parts 
and the time for making one machine is longer than other quality. 

2. Because we have used better quality parts and spend more time to make, and also 
investment innovation of new machines, our price looks a little expensive than less quality 
one, but in terms of PRICE VS PEFORMANCE,our machine ranks first. 

3. High quality machine will be more easy for operation, easy maintaining, save your time
and energy, less change frequency of spare part etc.  It is not other machine can be 
compared.

4. For high quality machine, you can get more advance technology of making. Some of our 
machine, same name, but other machine do not have the same functions. Good machine 
enjoys more merits than other model.

5. BESTA MACHINE-is a company insist high quality machine and excellent services. 
We have served more than 200 customers in more than 30 countries. 

6. For you, it is one time investment, high quality machine will enable you to sucess.



Flow of Making Toothpick

Raw Bamboo Bamboo Cutting Bamboo Splitting 
1. Width setting

2. Knot removing
3. Separating strips

Layering thick strips into 
thinner strips.

Ex. 6mm—2 pcs of 3mm

Making bamboo strip 
Into bamboo sticks

Cutting the bamboo stick into 
65mm length 

Cutting the bamboo stick into 
65mm length Bamboo stick polishing Sharpening /shape forming

Packing Toothpick Finished Product 
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY 

BESTA BAMBOO MACHINE CO., LIMITED. Located in China, It is the world top 
famous supplier for bamboo processing equipment. 
OUR MAIN BAMBOO PROCESSING MACHINE
1.Bamboo Toothpick Making Machine
2.Bamboo Chopstick Making Machine
3.Bamboo  BBQ Stick Making Machine 
4.Bamboo Furniture Board/Flooring Machine 
5.Bamboo Mat Making Machine etc. 

In this catalog, we wish to introduce you the main concerned things about 
Bamboo chopstick making. 
For more introduction about our company other machines, welcome to 
Visit our company website: 
www.bestachina.com 

Thank you. 
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Before you want to make Bamboo Toothpick

SPECIFICATION CONTENT 

What is the toothpick diameter you 
want to make?

The regular size is 
2.0mm, 2.2 mm 

What is the Toothpick Length The length is 65mm

Which type Double pointed or single pointed 

21

If your toothpick diameter, length is different, pls kindly
let us know. For example, some customer wish to make
2.5mm*70mm type .

If you want to make both single pointed & double pointed 
toothpick, you need to buy  2 sets of toothpick sharpening
machines.

12
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OUTPUT:  ABOUT 2,500 PCS/MINUTE,
 1.2 MILLION  PCS PER DAY 
MACHINE SIZE: 1100*800*820 MM
NET WEIGHT; 280 kgs 
Bamboo Toothpick Size:  2.0mm*65MM
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Regarding the toothpick packing machine
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If you want to pack the toothpick individually and sell to customers, 1 pcs or 2 pcs 
per bag, you shall consider our machine model GD-BZ2 (three side sealing,individual 
packing machine).

IF you want to pack the toothpick by plastic containers ,(bulk), you can consider 
our machine model PZJ-1 machines. 
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Model: PZJ-1
Name: Toothpick Container Packing Machine
Toothpick Filling Machine 
Function: Filling the toothpick into container
Number of cylinders: 4 Nos. 
This machine shall be cooperated with air compressor. 
Working Voltage: 220V, 50HZ (Single Phase)
Working Pressure: 4 KGS pressure
Machine Weight: 67 KGS
Control form: Electromagnetic foot switch
Regular diameter of plastic container : 48MM
Based on this size, the speed is : 
1200 pcs to 1800 containers/Minute 
Machine Size: 880*470*690MM
This machine is specially designed
according to plastic container Size.

https://youtu.be/DZ_v2h8BiuQ
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This info will be help for us

TOOTHPICK DIAMETER
EX. 2.0MM, 2.2MM, 2.5MM 

It is related to the SHAPING BLADE 
SIZE one MBZS-5 Machine. 

TOOTHPICK LENGTH 
It is related  to the POLISHING 

MACHINE. THE POPULAR SIZE IS 
65MM 

Working Voltage 

All our machine shall working under 
three phase.

In China, it is 380V, 50HZ.
If yours are different, pls kindly 

indicate. 
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OTHER CONCERNED QUESTIONS 

1. IT WILL TAKES ABOUT 25 TO 35 DAYS TO MAKE THE MACHINES.  
2. For making double-pointed toothpick, the speed is about 2500 PCS/MIN.
3. Our shipment Port: Shanghai Port, China
4. Your Destination Port: Pls kindly indicate 
5. We will make proforma invoice with bank details to you before you make 

the payment. 
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1. Pls kindly email us all your kind requirements
Toothpick Diameter
Toothpick Length
Capacity you want to make. 
2. Pls kindly let us know your local working voltage (three phase)
3. What is your destination port.?
3. Pls kindly let us know your detailed consignee information 

The following information is helpful for us.

www.bestachina.com 
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Why Choose  ?
BESTA can offer all customer whole package plan of making the product you want including machines, 
all technical data, concerned things, layout. We will share our professional knowledge with our customers.
We only provide customer high quality machine and NEVER attract customer with cheap machine which is 
not good quality.  TOP QUALITY AND LONG TERM RELATIONSHIP is our persisting pursuing. 

In BESTA, you can get good services and communications. 
We will provide customer good services. 
All the machines before shipment, we will test into good performance. If customer could not come to China, 
we will take photos, videos for customers. 

We will treat customer things as our own things.
Our machine packing is by plywood case. Clean and good strength. 
We will follow up customer all documents requirements and send you all scanned copy after the shipment 
and also after confirmation and we will send you original documents. We are professional in This. 

We are an company famous in our industry and provide you good feeling of cooperation. 
You can get a reply from us within 12 hours. We will do quick reply for all customers. 
Within more than 15 years in our industry and we have gained a lot of customer all over the world.
If you need abroad training service, we can provide engineer. But it is charged service. 
Welcome to China to learn how to use machine. 

Our main customers are from INDIA, INDONESIA, 
THAILAND, PHILIPPINES, MYANMAR, MALAYSIA, TANZANIA, NIGERIA, ETHIOPIA, BRAZIL, COLOMBIA, ETC. 
All of our customer like our machine and services. 

We sincerely wish we could have the chance of cooperation with you. 
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Regarding Engineer Abroad Training Service

We can also provide you engineer training service abroad.
But it is charged service. The buyer shall afford engineer’s 
Flight tickets, salary, foods, accommodation and other cost.
The service time suggested is 1 month. You can also 
Come to China to learn how to use. 
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The machines you may need. (AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT)

1. Stainless Steel Tank (for bamboo stick boiling and chemical treatment )
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The machines you may need.

2. RFL-70 HOT AIR STOVE MACHINE 

After you make the bamboo stick from MBZS-5 bamboo wool slicer, you shall 
boil the bamboo stick in the stainless steel first and then do the drying. 
For drying the bamboo stick, you can choose to dry it under sunshine or drying in 
the chamber (drying room) during the raining days. 
For RFL-70 hot air stove, it is for supplying the heat for the drying room., by burning 
the bamboo wastage.  
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3. Accessories for stove making
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4. Electric Hoist (3T) 

It is used for lifting the heavy sticks into the stainless steel tank. 



Stick Drying 
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How to do the stick drying?

How to do the stick drying?

1. Customer self-built two chamber (also called drying room) (every 12 to 15 square meters) 
with interactive use, chamber can be built under the guidance of our engineers, the construction
 cost is determined by the local cost of raw materials and the local labor
 (chamber main raw materials are: sand ,brick etc)
For raw material which shall arrange local, it is customer‘s responsibility. 

2. RFL-70 Hot Air Stove Machine. 
Technical Data is as follows, 
Main Stove Body: 1 SET
Machine Size: 1600*1700*2500MM
Accessories: 
Blower: 1 SET 2 Meter Chimney : 3PCS Connector: 1 PC
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Contact Us
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ANGEL ZHOU  0086 186 5710 6860 
（Whatsapp) 
www.bestamachine.com
www.bestachina.com 
Email: info@bestachina.com 
QQ: 411601505 
Skype: angel12242008
Alternative email:
angelzhou1224@gmail.com
angelzhou1224@foxmail.com 

For how to visit us: Nearest Airport: 
HANGZHOU AIRPORT. 


